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ABSTRACT
A Collective Thomson Scattering (CTS) diagnostic is installed at Wendelstein 7-X for ion temperature measurements in the plasma
core. The diagnostic utilizes 140 GHz gyrotrons usually used for electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) as a source of
probing radiation. The CTS diagnostic uses a quasi-optical transmission line covering a distance of over 40 m. The transmission
line is shared between the ECRH system and the CTS diagnostic. Here we elaborate on the design, installation, and alignment of
the CTS diagnostic and present the first measurements at Wendelstein 7-X.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5050193

I. INTRODUCTION
The ion temperature Ti is a key parameter to describe

plasmas in tokamaks and stellarators. It is important for trans-
port studies not to mention the fusion yield. Currently, the
impurity (argon) ion temperature in Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X)
is measured by X-ray spectroscopy (XICS).1–3 It provides line-
integrated measurements which are inverted using a modified
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm into profile measurements. A
local ion temperature measurement in the core is important
because it provides a constraint for the XICS inversion, which
collective Thomson scattering (CTS) is capable of providing.

Here we report on the instrumental aspects of the diag-
nostic. The diagnostic is inspired by the one installed at ASDEX
Upgrade.4–9 The microwave-based CTS diagnostic has proven
its capability for ion temperature measurements on several
tokamaks10,11 and stellarators.12,13 A CTS diagnostic will also
be installed on ITER.14–16 CTS measures directly the bulk
plasma (i.e., usually deuterium, helium, or hydrogen) tempera-
ture rather than the temperature of an impurity. These two

temperatures can sometimes be quite different.16 Recently,
the feasibility of Ti measurements by CTS, having the second
harmonic electron-cyclotron resonance in a direct view of the
receiver, was demonstrated on ASDEX Upgrade.18,19

CTS is scattering of electromagnetic waves off the collec-
tive fluctuations in the plasma, and its principles are sketched
in Fig. 1. The measurements are performed using a probing
beam with the wave vector ~ki, which is scattered on fluctua-
tions in the plasma, and a receiver beam with the wave vector
~ks of detectable scattered waves. Salpeter20 found that if kδλD
< 1, where kδ is the magnitude of ~kδ = ~ks −~ki and λD is the De-
bye length, the spectrum of the scattering radiation bears sig-
natures of collective effects in the plasma. The CTS diagnos-
tic measures a spectrum of scattered microwaves. Generally,
the spectral shape and magnitude depends on the scattering
geometry and many plasma parameters: the ion temperature
Ti, the electron temperature Te, the electron density ne, the
effective charge Zeff , etc. Comprehensive models21 exist which
allow inference of the plasma parameters by solving an inverse
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FIG. 1. A sketch illustrating a principle of CTS. ~ki and ~ks are the wave vectors
of the incident and the received scattered waves, respectively. The fluctuations

are measured along ~kδ = ~ks − ~ki. The detected fluctuations are collective if
kδλD < 1.

problem. Bayesian inference using the Minerva framework22
is employed for Ti measurements in W7-X.23 Neural network
analysis will also be used for the fast evaluation of the ion tem-
perature in W7-X.24 The sensitivity of the diagnostic to the
ion temperature is illustrated by the scattering functions in
Fig. 2 which describes the spectrum formation in CTS mea-
surements. We use O-O mode scattering of the probing radi-
ation of 140 GHz. The electron temperature is 8 keV, and the
ion temperatures are 4 keV and 8 keV. One can clearly see the
influence of ion temperature on the shape of the spectrum.

The design aspects of the CTS diagnostic for W7-X are
discussed in Sec. II. Section III addresses the alignment of the

FIG. 2. Two example spectra where the hydrogen ion temperature is varied (4 and
8 keV), having the other parameters fixed: Te = 8 keV, B = 2.4 T, ne = 1020 m−3,
f probe = 140 GHz, O-O mode scattering, angle of ~kδ to the external magnetic field
is 110◦, and the scattering angle is 140◦.

transmission line. The first experimental results from Wendel-
stein 7-X are presented in Sec. IV. Section V concludes this
publication.

II. DESIGN OF THE CTS DIAGNOSTIC
The W7-X electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)

system consists of ten gyrotrons working at 140 GHz, a quasi-
optical transmission line, and several launchers located in
modules 1 and 5 of the stellarator, as schematically shown
in Fig. 3. A more detailed description of the ECRH setup is
given in Ref. 25. The CTS diagnostic extensively uses the ECRH
infrastructure of W7-X. The two gyrotrons A1 and B1 from the
ECRH installation are used as sources of the probing radia-
tion for CTS. The pre-installed ECRH launcher mirror F1 is
used as a front-end receiver antenna. The number of installed
ECRH launchers per module is one more than the number of
gyrotrons in the corresponding module. The extra launchers
are reserved for future upgrades of the ECRH installation. The
main part of the transmission line from the matching optics
unit (MOU) at the end of the transmission line to the ECRH
tower in module 1 is also shared.

The diagnostic is able to collect scattered microwaves
from two different locations in the plasma, namely, from the
bean-shaped cross section through the port E10 and from
the triangular cross section through the port T10. Both ports
are located in module 1. These cross sections are illustrated
in Fig. 4. The ECRH launchers in the E10 port (bean-shaped
cross section) are equipped with the mirrors that have 2D
steering capabilities, which allow scattering geometries with
a various angle of ~kδ to the external magnetic field. The val-
ues of this angle is typically in the range from 85◦ to 120◦ and
more precisely depend on the radial location of the overlap
volume. The overlap volume cannot be placed in the plasma
center because both the probing and the receiver beams are
absorbed there. In the triangular cross section, both prob-
ing and receiver beams can be steered in one dimension only.
Therefore, the variety of scattering geometries is limited and
the scattering geometry where the angle of ~kδ to the exter-
nal magnetic field is 90◦ is not available. At the same time, in
the triangular cross section, it is possible to place an overlap
volume in the plasma center.

Due to the topology of the magnetic field, better reso-
lution of Ti measurements in the magnetic flux co-ordinates
can be achieved in the triangular cross section. The exact val-
ues of achievable resolution depend on the exact scattering
geometry and the chosen cross section and vary in the range
∆ρt ≈ 0.1–0.5, where ρt stands for normalized toroidal flux. The
diagnostic utilizes the remote steering launcher (RSL)25,26 in
the N10 port (module 1) in order to transmit the probing radi-
ation into the triangular cross section. The B1 gyrotron has a
possibility to be switched to the remote steering antenna in
the triangular cross section (N10 port) in module 1.

In the bean-shaped cross section, the second harmonic
140 GHz electron cyclotron (EC) resonance surface crosses the
plasma through the center from top to bottom. This implies
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FIG. 3. A CAD overview of a part of the W7-X vessel with
the ECRH launchers and CTS receiver antennas.

that the probing beam will be absorbed at the plasma center or
earlier. Hence, the scattering volume cannot be placed in the
very core. The electron cyclotron emission (ECE) background
which is measured by the diagnostic is also very high and
corresponds to the electron temperature near plasma center,
which is in the range of several keV. In the triangular cross
section, the receiver beam at its first pass does not cross the
resonance surface and one might expect lower levels of the
received ECE background radiation. However, reflected ECE
enters the receiver in the triangular cross section as well and

FIG. 4. Diagram of the CTS diagnostic. Two stellarator cross sections are shown
where the CTS measurements are performed. On each of the cross sections, the
last closed flux surface is indicated (gray meshed surface). The left cross section
is a triangular cross section (receiver in the T10 port), and the right cross section
is bean-shaped (receiver in the E10 port). Two beams are assigned as a probing
beam and as a receiving beam in each cross section. Red coloring along the beam
lines in the plasma shows the position of electron cyclotron absorption and emis-
sion for 140 GHz probing and receiver beams, respectively. The location where two
beams intersect in the plasma is denoted as the origin of the measured scattering
radiation. Red arrows indicate the direction of the power flow from the gyrotron
to the plasma via the multi-beam quasi-optical ECRH transmission line. The blue
arrows show the power flow of the scattering radiation toward the CTS receiver
(heterodyne radiometer) via the multi-beam quasi-optical ECRH transmission line
and the matching optics unit.

the ECE background is only reduced insignificantly. Nonethe-
less, a clear advantage of the triangular cross section is the
accessibility of the plasma center for the Ti measurements.

A. Transmission line
The CTS diagnostic at W7-X uses the standard ECRH sys-

tem to provide the probing radiation. Here we focus on the
transmission of the received radiation from the plasma to the
receiver. The receiver is connected via a matching optics unit
and a quasi-optical transmission line to the receiver mirrors in
module 1 in the triangular and bean-shaped cross sections. An
overview of the transmission line is shown in Fig. 5. Switching
between the two cross sections is performed by the manually
removable mirror in the vicinity of the launcher in the bean-
shaped cross section, in ECRH tower 1. Switching can be per-
formed whenever there is access to the torus hall. A detailed
view of the front-end part of the diagnostic is shown in Fig. 6.
A general overview is shown in Fig. 6(a). On the left, one can
see the ECRH tower where the last stage of the quasi-optical
transmission line, launching optics for ECRH, and receiving
optics for CTS (bean-shaped cross section) are located. The
removable mirror is shown which serves as a switch between
two CTS views. On the same figure, one can see a port plug-
in for the CTS diagnostic in the triangular cross section. The
front-end part of the CTS system in the bean-shaped cross
section is shown in Fig. 6(c). The mirrors for CTS and ECRH
are identical and have large steering flexibility.

The overview of the modified transmission line is shown
in Fig. 5. The locations of the receiving optics are schemati-
cally depicted in Fig. 3 and denoted by the name of the ports
where the launching and receiving optics are located: E10 [see
Figs. 6(c) and 6(b)] for the bean-shaped cross section and N10
- T10 for the launcher and the receiver, respectively, for the
triangular cross section; see Fig. 8.

When scattered radiation is collected from the bean-
shaped cross section, microwaves are transmitted from the
front-steering plasma mirror and a fixed mirror in vacuum
through the boron nitride window (ECRH vacuum windows
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FIG. 5. A detailed representation of the transmission line used by ECRH and CTS.
Pink and blue lines represent beams from the probing gyrotrons A1 and B1, and
yellow beams originate from gyrotrons that can only be used for heating. The
received CTS beam is shown in cyan. The lower panel shows a zoomed view of
the transmission line after the beam dividing optics (vacuum window and mirrors
thereafter are not displayed) with the removable mirror for switching the receiver
view to the triangular cross section.

are made of CVD diamonds) to a set of fixed and aligned mir-
rors which guide radiation to the beam-combining optics. In
this configuration, the removable mirror is removed from the
transmission line. When scattered microwaves are collected
from the triangular cross section, the radiation comes from
the port plug-in shown in Fig. 6(a) and the received beam is
selected by the steerable mirror at the plug-in located out-
side of the vacuum vessel. From the removable mirror onward,
there is no difference for the beam paths originating from
the bean-shaped and triangular cross sections. The beam
dividing optics is a set of mirrors where the multi-beam is
divided into individual ECRH beams or receiving beams and
transmitted to launchers. Optically it is identical to the beam-
combining optics, where individual microwave beams are
collected for transmission in the multi-beam part of the trans-
mission line; see Fig. 7(a). The terms “combining” and “divid-
ing” were introduced with respect to the ECRH beams which
travel from gyrotrons to the plasma. We will stick to these
names even for the received CTS radiation propagates in the
opposite direction. The need of the multi-beam section is to
simplify the transmission line and save the effort during align-
ment. After passing the beam dividing optics, the received
CTS radiation shares the same multi-beam mirrors with the
gyrotrons in module 1, including the probing beam. This is
a unique feature of the design of the W7-X CTS system as
in no other CTS diagnostic do the receiver and the probing
beams share the same mirrors simultaneously. Although the
intensities of the beams differ by 120-140 dB, it imposes no
practical difficulties. The multi-beam mirror and its dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 7(b). At the beam combining optics, the

FIG. 6. CTS infrastructure in the W7-X torus hall. (a) Overview of the CTS installa-
tion in the torus hall. The CTS receiver mirrors are located in the ECRH tower in the
bean-shaped cross section, port E10, and in the port in the triangular cross section
T10. A removable mirror in the ECRH tower which enables switching between two
different CTS views is shown, as well as a port plug-in for the CTS view in the trian-
gular cross section. (b) A closer look at the E10 port launcher/receiver antennas.
Beam paths for the probing beams (red) and receiver beam (blue) are indicated.
(c) A photograph of the in-vessel launching and receiving mirrors for the CTS view
in the bean-shaped cross section.

ECRH and CTS beams are again split into the individual trans-
mission lines; see Fig. 7(a). From the beam combining optics,
the receiver beam travels in the single-beam section of the
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FIG. 7. Some mirrors in the quasi-optical transmission line. (a) Beam combin-
ing optics collects radiation from all the sources in module 1 and directs it to the
multi-beam part of the transmission line. The received CTS beam (traveling in the
opposite direction) is selected from the multi-beam part of the transmission line
and directed to the receiver. The mirror of the beam combining optics for the CTS
transmission line is in the center. (b) The first mirror of the multi-beam part of the
quasi-optical transmission line for module 1. It can transmit up to seven beams
simultaneously.

transmission line, gets polarized on two polarizers,27 and is
guided into the CTS receiver, which is located in the Faraday
cage built for the foreseen F1 gyrotron and is separated by a

40 cm thick concrete wall from the quasi-optical transmission
line.

B. Remote steering antenna
A remote steering quasi-optical antenna is designed and

manufactured for the CTS diagnostic in port T10 (triangular
cross section). It is shown in Fig. 8. The confocal mirror system
images the pivot point of the receiver beam near to the plasma
onto the only steerable mirror, which is situated at ambient air
pressure outside the vacuum window. Therefore, no movable
parts are needed in vacuum. The steerable mirror allows beam
steering in one plane only. The extreme positions of the beam
and the mirror are shown in the figure. The antenna provides
optical imaging from a location near the pivot point at the end
of the antenna (marked as a red dot on the left side of the
figure) to the center of the vacuum window of the port (red dot
on the right side of the figure). The antenna has four focusing
mirrors, five plane reflectors, and a steerable mirror. Such a
complex construction is needed to close the gap between the
cryostat and the plasma vessel.

The steerable mirror located outside of the plasma vac-
uum moves in the slotted link by a linear driver. It allows steer-
ing the receiver beam by ±15◦ in one dimension. The amount
of the mode loss of the Gaussian beam depends on the steer-
ing angle. However, in the entire range of steering angles, the
Gaussian mode purity exceeds 97%. The material for vacuum
window is fused silica because only the low-power microwave
beam is transmitted through it.

Prior to its installation at W7-X, the remote steering
antenna was tested in the laboratory using a low-power
microwave source. The transmitted beam quality as well as
the steering capabilities was found to be in agreement with
the design.

The CTS diagnostic is designed to run in steady-state
plasmas of W7-X which last for 30 min. This implies that
the CTS antenna plug-in in the T10 port needs active cool-
ing. The other receiver mirror location was already designed
to have active cooling as it is part of the ECRH launcher. In
the case of a receiver mirror in the triangular cross section,
the main heating source is stray radiation from the injected

FIG. 8. A closer look at the port plug-in
for the CTS view in a triangular cross
section. A remote steering concept is
implemented: the only movable mirror
is located in ambient air and couples
microwaves from the plug-in further into
the transmission line. The steerable mir-
ror is shown at its extreme steering posi-
tions. The two beams on the graph are
both receiver beams at the extreme posi-
tions of the movable mirror and demon-
strate the beam steering capabilities of
the plug-in.
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FIG. 9. The distribution of stray radiation in the transmission line from the port
plug-in in the triangular cross section to the ECRH tower.

microwaves. In order to investigate where most of the stray
radiation is absorbed, a dedicated analysis is conducted. In
the worst case scenario, when 10% of the entire gyrotron
power is not absorbed and bounces in the vessel, referred to
as stray radiation, the antenna plug-in receives around 2 kW
of microwave stray radiation. Stray radiation from ECE is not
taken into account because of its insignificance in the W7-X
plasmas.28 The distribution of stray radiation in the port plug-
in and in the transmission line from the port in the triangular
cross section to the ECRH tower in module 1 is calculated
using a multicavity model.29 The model has proven its valid-
ity in the OP1.1 campaign30 and is used to simulate the stray
radiation loads in ITER. The distribution is shown in Fig. 9.
The modeling shows that less than 10% of the input power,
180 W out of 2 kW, will be transmitted into the ECRH tower
which has an absorbing wall capable of dissipating orders of
magnitude more. Most of the power, approximately 75%, is
expected to be absorbed in the plug-in. The analysis shows
that for the steady-state operation, the plug-in has to be
actively cooled, which unfortunately made the design of the
plug-in more complicated. In the current experimental cam-
paign, no steady-state operation is planned and active cooling
is not necessary: the total injected energy into the plasma is
not allowed to exceed 80 MJ per discharge, which corresponds
to about 10 s of operation at full ECRH power. In this case,
the total energy that might enter the port plug-in as stray
radiation is not more than 20 kJ which will not overheat the
components.

Additionally, the remote steering antenna will be exposed
to plasma radiation with intensities up to 100 kW/m2. There-
fore a heat shield and a port liner will be installed for the
following experimental campaigns where Wendelstein 7-X will
be operated in a steady-state regime.

C. CTS receiver
The CTS receiver at W7-X is a heterodyne radiometer and

is installed in a gyrotron cage outside of the torus hall and
the ECRH transmission lines. The design is similar to the one
installed on ASDEX Upgrade and previously on TEXTOR.6,31,32

The receiver is equipped with a 16 channel filter bank for
commissioning covering the frequency range 135-145 GHz,
and a fast analog-to-digital converter (ADC), National Instru-
ments model PXIe-5186, with a sampling rate of 6.25 (max. 12.5)
Gsamples per second and a bandwidth of 5 GHz.

III. ALIGNMENT OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE
The alignment of the transmission line is crucial for the

successful operation of the diagnostic since the measured sig-
nal originates from the overlap region between the probing
and the receiver beams. Moreover, in the quasi-optical trans-
mission line, a misalignment between the mirrors may lead to
a total loss of the beam in severe cases, i.e., the received signal
would not originate from the plasma at all.

The alignment procedure consists of two methodologi-
cally different tasks: aligning the mirrors of the transmission
line so that the microwave (Gaussian) beam may travel from
the receiver to the last mirror of the transmission line and,
second, mapping the motor position of the steerable mirror
onto the receiver beam trajectory in the vacuum vessel.

FIG. 10. (a) An example of the microwave alignment setup at mirror M13 of the
CTS receiver transmission line; (b) an infrared image of the microwave beam on
mirror M4 after adjustment of the previous mirror M3Z4.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of the laser alignment with the
microwave alignment. (left) An infrared image of the
microwave beam on the target on a high-field-side wall.
(right) A center of the microwave beam obtained from the
measurements (green dot) and the expected position of the
beam center, calculated from the laser alignment (red dot)
over-plotted on the wet-paper target on the high-field-side
wall, the same as on the left panel. The reflective mark-
ers on the target are located 50 mm from the center of the
target.

The microwave alignment of the transmission line is per-
formed by means of thermography. A 10 W microwave source
(an extended interaction oscillator) is connected to the horn

of the receiver so that the receiver becomes a transmitter. A
microwave target, made of a wet laminated paper with glued
reflective aluminum foil markers, is fixed at the center of the

FIG. 12. A mapping between the motor
drive positions X and Y of the steerable
mirror of the CTS receiver in the bean-
shaped cross section to the beam-aiming
parameters φtor and Zoff . The black solid
line shows the operational limits of the
steerable mirror.
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first mirror. The beam pattern on the target is measured by
an infrared camera monitoring the thermal footprint of the
beam. The mirror is shifted in such a way that the beam is
centered. When performed, the microwave target is fixed on
the next mirror and the previous mirror is tilted around the
normal to its surface, originating in the center of the beam
so that the beam is centered on the next mirror. This proce-
dure continues step by step from the first to the last mirror in
the transmission line, except for the pre-aligned multi-beam
section of the transmission line; see Fig. 5. However, the mir-
rors of the multi-beam transmission line did not need to be
aligned specifically for CTS since it has already been aligned
for the ECRH system. Generally, the multi-beam part of the
transmission line needs to be aligned for two beams only and
it becomes automatically aligned for all other beams transmit-
ted through it (in total up to seven beams). An example of an
alignment setup is shown in Fig. 10(a). An example of a thermo-
graphic measurement of the microwave beam on a wet-paper
target is shown in Fig. 10(b).

The in-vessel alignment is performed by means of a
double-sided laser beam. Small optical reflectors are installed
in the centers of the last two microwave mirrors, and a semi-
transparent target is mounted on the vacuum window. The
laser is installed inside the vacuum vessel in such a way that
its beam, after being reflected from the reflectors on the
microwave mirrors, meets the center of the vacuum window.
Since the laser is double-sided, the interception point of the
second beam on the high-field-side wall is recorded. There-
fore, the motor positions of the mirror drive are mapped to
the launching (or receiving) directions of the microwave beam.
These mappings are performed for all ten launchers in the
bean-shaped cross sections. The laser mapping is checked by
the in-vessel microwave alignment at eleven different loca-
tions, when the microwave target is placed on the high-field-
side wall. It shows that the laser mapping technique is ade-
quately suited for the aiming of the microwave beam; see Fig. 11
as an example.

Figure 12 shows the obtained mapping between the motor
drive positions of the last steerable mirror in the CTS trans-
mission line in the E10 port (bean-shaped cross section) to
the beam-aiming parameters: the projection angle of the beam
onto the equatorial plane to the normal to the magnetic axis
(φtor, ◦) and the vertical displacement of the microwave beam
with respect to the magnetic axis (Zoff , mm).

The CTS receiver mirror in the triangular cross section
(T10 port) is capable of 1D motion only. Therefore the laser
alignment is omitted.

IV. COMMISSIONING OF THE DIAGNOSTIC
The diagnostic was commissioned in the bean-shaped

and triangular cross sections. Here we present the first mea-
surement results.

The scattering signal comes into the receiver from an
overlap volume of the probing and receiver beams. To estab-
lish the location of the overlap of the probe and receiver

FIG. 13. (a) A sketch of the overlap sweep where the receiver beam is moved
across the probing beam. A meshed surface illustrates the last closed flux surface,
and the red surface is a cold second harmonic resonance surface for 140 GHz. (b)
A modulation scheme of the probing gyrotron: for proper background subtraction,
the gyrotron power is modulated between 0 and 800 kW with a duty cycle of 11/12
and a period of 60 ms.

beams, the receiver beam is swept across the probing beam,
as shown in Fig. 13(a). This is a so-called overlap sweep.33 The
sketch shows the receiver and probing beams, the last closed
flux surface (as white mesh), and the cold resonance surface
for 140 GHz where the probing beam is absorbed. The probing
beam is modulated with a duty cycle of 11/12 and a period of
60 ms in order to allow background subtraction, as shown in
Fig. 13(b).

A. Commissioning in the bean-shaped cross section
The average spectral power density during the overlap

sweep is shown as a function of the launcher mirror angle of
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FIG. 14. Averaged SPD of the scattering signal as a function of the F1 launcher
angle. The black dotted line shows where maximum overlap is expected accord-
ing to ray-tracing. Red circles indicate measurements in the high density and low
electron temperature phase of a discharge. Blue stars show measurements in the
low density and high temperature phase of a discharge.

the receiver in Fig. 14. The averaging is performed in a fre-
quency range from 139.85 to 139.95 GHz and temporally over
70 ms. Both the receiver and the probe worked in the X-mode.
The mirror was moved on a shot-by-shot basis in a series
of reproducible discharges in helium plasmas 20 171 011.049-
20 171 011.057. Blue star markers show the averaged spectral
power density (SPD) in the low density and high Te phase of the
discharges whereas red circles show the high density and low
Te phase of the discharges. The SPD is not only proportional
to the quality of the beam overlap but also to proportional
the electron density. The less clearly defined bell shape of
the overlap curve at lower density is also due to the poorer
signal-to-noise ratio at higher levels of the background.34 The
maximum overlap is found at the F1 aiming angle 19◦-20◦,
whereas the theoretically expected overlap is at 22◦. Devia-
tions of this magnitude are reasonable and can be explained by
refraction.

The timetraces of one of the discharges from the
series are shown in Fig. 15. The radiative central electron

FIG. 15. Upper panel: radiative central electron temperature (channel 17 of the
ECE radiometer). The dotted box indicates the low density and high Te period
where the CTS data were acquired, 70 ms in total. The dashed box indicates
the high density and low Te period where the CTS data were acquired, 70 ms in
total. Lower panel: time traces of the total ECRH power (thin blue lines) and of the
probing gyrotron A1 (thick red line).

FIG. 16. Two CTS spectra: in the low density and high electron temperature phase
of the discharge 20 171 011.053 (blue curve) and in the high density and low elec-
tron temperature phase of the same discharge (red curve). The green dotted line
shows a fitted spectrum for the high-density phase of the discharge.

temperature is shown in the upper panel. After the 150 ms
start-up phase, the discharge enters a stationary phase for
850 ms. At 1 s, an additional gas puff increases plasma den-
sity and, keeping heating constant, decreases the temperature
until the discharge enters a second stationary phase at 1.2 s.
This decrease takes place over a confinement time scale, and
at 1.2 s, the discharge enters the second stationary phase for
800 ms. At 2 s, the discharge is terminated. A dotted box in
Fig. 15 shows the period across which 70 ms of data for the
low density and high electron temperature phase is acquired.
A dashed box in Fig. 15 shows when the data for high density
and low electron temperature are acquired. Unfortunately, no
density measurements for these discharges are available. The
lower panel shows time traces of the total ECRH power (thin
blue line) and the power of the probing gyrotron A1 (thick red
line).

Scattering spectra from the discharge 20 171 011.053 are
displayed in Fig. 16. These spectra are averaged over 70 ms,
with the total acquisition periods extending over 800 ms of the
corresponding plasma discharge period. In this discharge, two
curves are shown for low and high density phases. The aver-
age magnetic field in the overlap region is 2.34 T at toroidal
normalized flux ρt = 0.6, the scattering angle θ = 140◦, and
the angle between kδ and the magnetic field is 109◦. Based on
these data, measured plasma parameters, and forward model-
ing using the eCTS code,23 a spectrum from the high density
phase is shown along with the best-fit model spectrum. The
fitted ion temperature is 1.2 keV. This is in reasonable agree-
ment with the ion temperature measurements from the X-ray
spectroscopy which measured in the same discharge but more
centrally at ρt = 0.5 is 1.4 keV.

B. Commissioning in the triangular cross section
The measurements were performed in the 77 s long

hydrogen discharge 20 181 017.017. There plasma parameters
were constant throughout the discharge: central electron
temperature Te = 2.7 keV, line integrated density ne = 5
× 1019 m−2. The B1 gyrotron was launched in the X mode,
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FIG. 17. Upper panel: time trace of the total heating power of the discharge
20 181 017.017 in the first 12 s. Power modulations of the probing gyrotron
are visible. Middle panel: zoomed view on the total heating power time trace.
Lower panel: raw ADC readings of one of the gyrotron bursts and with ECE
background.

and its power was modulated with the duty cycle of 44%
and a frequency of 12.5 Hz. The modulation was grouped
into sequences, and each sequence consisted of 13 gyrotron
bursts. The repetition rate of the burst sequences was 1 Hz; see
Fig. 17. One can clearly see power modulations of the probing
gyrotron, the lower panel shows the corresponding raw signal
acquired by the receiver’s ADC of one of the gyrotron bursts.
The difference in the signal level between the gyrotron-on
and gyrotron-off periods is pronounced. This difference is
attributed to both scattering and change in the stray radiation
level of the probing gyrotron.

In order to state conclusively that we see scattering, an
overlap sweep was performed, similar to what was performed
in the bean-shaped cross section. Between each gyrotron
burst sequence in the discharge 20 181 017.017, the probing
beam was moved by 1◦, therefore RSL1 performed a scan from

FIG. 18. (a) Averaged SPD of the scattering signal as a function of the RSL1
angle. The black dotted line shows where maximum overlap is expected accord-
ing to ray-tracing. Red circles indicate measurements of the average scattering
SPD in the frequency range from 141.55 GHz to 142 GHz. (b) Three scattering
spectra at different RSL1 angles: black circles at −5◦, blue circles at +5◦, and red
circles at 0◦.
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−5◦ to +5◦. The receiver beam was set to −7◦, and the receiver
polarizers were set to the X mode. The results are displayed
in Fig. 18(a). The figure shows an average scattering signal in
the frequency range from 141.55 GHz to 142.2 GHz. The over-
lap volume is placed in the plasma center at ρt = 0.05. The
black dotted line shows a theoretically expected angle of RSL1,
where maximum overlap is expected. The discrepancy is, most
likely, a combined effect of refraction and a small misalign-
ment. For the given launcher and receiver geometry and polar-
ization, refraction of the beams is significant. Three absolutely
calibrated CTS spectra are shown in Fig. 18(b) for −5◦, 0◦, and
+5◦ of the RSL1 angle. The analysis of the spectra is ongoing.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A CTS diagnostic for ion temperature measurements has

been designed and installed on W7-X. The diagnostic fea-
tures a highly sensitive, high-resolution heterodyne receiver.
A heating gyrotron at 140 GHz is the source of the prob-
ing radiation. The CTS receiver beam is transmitted to the
receiver using the shared quasi-optical transmission line with
the ECRH gyrotrons from module 1, including its own probing
beam.

The diagnostic has two viewing locations in the cross
sections with different magnetic topologies. In the triangu-
lar cross section, the plasma center is available for mea-
surements. In the bean-shaped cross section at the standard
magnetic field, the plasma center is unavailable due to the
presence of the cold 140 GHz ECE resonance. The resolution
in the flux-surface co-ordinates in the triangular cross section
is generally better in comparison with the bean-shaped cross
section due to the different magnetic field topology. The exact
values of achievable flux coordinate resolution depend on the
exact geometry settings and chosen cross section and range
from ∆ρt ≈ 0.1 to ∆ρt ≈ 0.5.

The receiver beam in the triangular-shaped cross sec-
tion does not cross the ECE resonance layer on the first
pass; one might expect a low level of the received ECE back-
ground. However, due to the highly reflecting walls of the
vacuum vessel, a relatively high multi-pass ECE background
is received.

The diagnostic has been commissioned in the bean-
shaped and triangular cross sections. Overlap sweeps are per-
formed, and a deviation of position of the observed maximum
from the expected maximum of the overlap is around 3◦-4◦

both in the bean-shaped and triangular cross sections. This
confirms a good quality of alignment. The first spectra in the
bean-shaped cross section have been obtained and fitted by
the eCTS code. The extracted ion temperature is in reason-
able agreement with the ion temperature measured by X-ray
spectroscopy.
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